Government of India
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
Technical Physics Division

Ref: TPD / CTS /DGD/2020/\underline{0PA1 77092} \hspace{2cm} Dated: 26/08/2020

To: M/s.

Sub: Minor Fabrication - Invitation of Quotation.

Dear Sirs,

1. Quotations are invited for the minor fabrication of job as per the enclosed drawing.
2. Bidder shall quote for fabrication of these components with material.
3. Taxes and excise duties shall be quoted separately. Form ‘AF’ shall be provided wherever necessary.
4. The quotations must reach Head, Technical Physics Division, by \textbf{11/09/2020} and must be sent by \textbf{Indian postal services in a sealed envelope} super scried with the above reference number and due date given above.
5. The address on the envelope should read: The Head, Technical Physics division, Mod Labs., Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay, Mumbai - 85. \textbf{Attn: D.G.DESAI}
6. The bidder shall have to take an insurance policy against any material issued to him by the purchaser.
7. The fabrication work shall be subject to inspection by our engineers at bidder’s works. Necessary inspection facilities should be provided to our engineers during fabrication at bidder’s premises.
8. The bidder shall deliver the finished components after approval by our engineer within \textbf{One month} from the date the firm purchase order is issued to the bidder. The finished components and the scrap from the free issue material, if any, shall be delivered by the bidder at CTS, TPD, BARC, Trombay, Mumbai - 85.
9. Head, TPD, reserves the right to accept/reject any or all quotations without assigning any reason.

Specification: Graphite Heaters as per the attached drawing
Material: High Density Graphite (Grade IC6003 or equivalent)
Quantity: 4 Nos

\[\underline{D.G. DESAI}\]

[Signature]
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